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FOREWORD 

This report has been prepared under contract F19(628)-C-0365, by Irving 
S. Reed, consultant to The MITRE Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts. 

REVIEW AND APPROVAL 

Publication of this technical report does not constitute Air Force approval 
of the report's findings or conclusions.   It is published only for the exchange 
and stimulation of ideas. 

KENNETH H.  KRONLUND,  Lt Col, USAF 
UCNI/PLRACTA Program Manager 
Communications Development Division 
Deputy for Planning and Technology 
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ABSTRACT 

Certain near-orthogonal codes have recently been used in multiple-shift 

keying communication systems.   The codes generally considered for this 

application are the first order Reed-Solomon (RS) codes.   The purpose of 

this paper is to extend this class of codes.   It is shown that codes can be 

developed with the property that no two members of the code overlap in 

more than  k  frequency-time slots.    It is also shown that certain subsets 

of these codes are synchronizable.    The optimum  k      order near-orthogonal 

synchronizable codes are certain subsets of RS codes with a maximum dis- 

tance   d = n-k,   where  n  is the number of code symbols. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, certain near-orthogonal codes have been proposed and used 

for multiple frequency shift keying  (FSK)  communications systems; e. g. , 

see Reference [ l].   The codes most generally considered for this application 

are the first order Reed-Solomon  (RS)  codes.   These codes have the property 

that no two members of the code overlap in more than one symbol or frequency- 

time   (FT)   slot, and as a consequence, are very nearly orthogonal. 

The purpose of this paper is first to show that the above class of codes 

can be extended to a code with the property that no two members of the code 

overlap in more than k frequency-time slots.   These codes will be called 

k     order near-orthogonal codes.   Finally, it will be shown that certain sub- 

sets of k     order near-orthogonal codes can be generated in such a manner 

that no two words of a subset under different time delays or translations over- 

lap in more than k  symbols.   The latter property means that these codes can 

be detected asynchronously with a bank of matched filters (either coherently 

or noncoherently).   It is in this sense that these subsets constitute a self- 

synchronizable class of codes.   The latter codes are closely related to what 

Gilbert, in Reference [2], called cyclically-permutable error-correcting 

codes.   His attention was restricted to certain binary error-correcting codes, 

namely, the cyclic Hamming code of N binary digits.   In this paper, more 

general symbol error-correcting codes are considered where the number of 

symbols,   e. g.   frequency slots, is some power of a prime number. 

Consider briefly the nature of codes.   Assume each symbol (each dis- 

crete frequency) of the code can be identified with an element of a Galois 

(finite) field  GF (q)  where  q = p      and p  is a prime number.   A word _f 

of a code   E   is a vector (sequence) where its  n components are elements 



from   GF (q);  i. e. ,   f  =  (f      f   , ... f  )   where  f    eGF (q)   for  k = 1, 2, ... ,n. 

The norm or weight |_f | of word _f  is defined as the number of non-zero com- 

ponents of f. 

If two vectors _f  and  g  overlap at k components, their algebraic 

difference  i_ -  g  has zeros in the corresponding k components, and vice 

versa.   Hence, the norm or weight of i -  g,   i.e.,   ||_f  -  g ||   , is exactly the 

number of components of vectors _f  and  g which differ.    \\f_ -  g||    is called 

the generalized Hamming distance, or simply distance between codes _f  and  g. 

Suppose code   E  is a linear vector space.    That is, if £,   g eE and 

aeGF (p),   then  (f - g"WE   and afeE.   If  E  is a vector space, then the 

minimum distance  d between any two vectors of  E   is the minimum weight 

or norm of any of its words. 

This follows from the relation 

d  = min      II -  g||    = min     ||h||. 

_f, g €E h eE 

From the above discussion, if d  is the minimum distance between any 

two vectors of a code,   E,   the maximum number of overlaps between any 

two code words,   is given by    k = n-d    where   n  is the dimension  (or number of 

components) of the code.    The search for  k      order near orthogonal codes 

is ended.   Any linear code,   E,   with minimum distance  d = n -k,   is a 

k      order near-orthogonal code.    Most efficient near-orthogonal linear codes 

will be discussed in the next section. 



SECTION n 

SOME MAXIMUM  k**1  ORDER NEAR-ORTHOGONAL CODES 

Suppose  E  is a code of length n,   and d is the minimum distance 

between any two code words of  E.   E  is called a maximum error-correcting 

code if the code has exactly n - d + 1  information symbols.   For a given 

minimum distance  d,   a maximum code,   E,   has the greatest possible 

number of words, namely,   q words (see the generalized Plotkin 

bound due to Peterson, Theorem 4.3 of Reference [3]. 

Since the maximum number of overlaps of a code,   E,   is  k = n-d, 

the largest k     order near-orthogonal code is a maximum error-correcting 

code with exactly k + 1  information symbols.   This maximum code has a 

dictionary size of q where  q  is the  m     power of a prime number p. 

Now restrict code   E  to be a linear code.   Forney, in Section 2.3 of 

Reference [4] defines generalized Reed-Solomon (RS) codes and shows that 

every RS code is a maximum error-correction code.   Therefore, the follow- 

ing theorem is true. 

THEOREM 1 

Every RS code, E, of length n, with minimum distance d, between 

code words is a maximum k order near-orthogonal code where k = n - d, 

i. e. , E is the largest dictionary in which any two words overlap in no more 

than k places.   Code  E  has exactly q elements where  q=p      and 

p  is a prime. 

In the next section, we use this theorem to develop synchronizable  k 

order near-orthogonal codes. 



SECTION   III 

SYNCHRONIZABLE   kth   ORDER NEAR-ORTHOGONAL CODES 

We develope synchronizable codes from the polynominal codes of Reed 

and Solomon (see Reference [4] and [5], Section 2. 3.4).    Let the Galois field 

of the code be   GF (q)   =   {0, a , a   , ... , a       , a        =1} where a is a 

generator of the field.     Define the following set of basis vectors: 

e0  =  (1, 1, ... 1) 

2 q-1 
e_1  =   (a, a   , ... an    ) 

.   2      4 2(q-l)v e     =   (a   , a   , ... a ') 

.  k      2k k(q-l)v ek  =  (a   , a    , ... a ;). 

This set is easily shown to be a linearly-independent set of vectors by the 

properties of Vandermonde determinants.    Let code   E   be the   k + 1- 

dimensional vector space 

E   "     j(X0^0   +  Xl^l   +   •••xkek)|x0,x1>...xkeGF(q)|  . 

Code   E   is an RS code with maximum distance  d = n-k   (see Section 2.3. 4 

of Reference [4], where  n = q-1.   Hence, by Theorem 1,   E  is a maximum 

k      order near-orthogonal code. 

In order to develop a synchronizable code from   E,   define the following 

cyclic permutation p   of an element v  =  (v   , v   , ... v    ,) of  E   as 



Consider now the action of the  j     cyclic permutation p    on an element 

x  = x   e     + x   e     +  ... x   e     of E.   Evidently, 

pjx  = xQpje0  + x1p,e1    +    . . .  ^ pjek.        (1) 

From this it is easy to see that the action of p    on the basis vectors is as 

follows: 

p] *1  = aJ *1 (2) 

P  e 2 = a J e 2 

k kj 

Thus Equation (1) becomes 

Pjx = xQe0  + a]x1e1  +  ...ak\±k, 

which is an element of E  for all j  = 1, 2, ...   q-1  and x eE. 

Suppose  x  and y  are elements of  E.   x is said to be p-equivalent 

to x,   written x ~ y,   if there is an integer j   suchthat x = p y.   Obviously, 

p-equivalence is an equivalence relation which splits   E  into a disjoint class 

of sets,   P,   where the elements of each set are p-equivalent.   If one 

chooses one element from each p-equivalent set of class   P,   and puts them 

in a set  E',   E'   clearly has the property that the cyclic shifts of no two 

words of E'   will overlap or correlate in more than k places.   We have the 

following theorem. 5 



THEOREM  2 

If an  Ef   is formed by picking a single element from each p-equivalent 

set, the cyclic shift of the words of E'   overlap in no more than k-places. 

Code   E'   has 

■i. y     <Md)q
i + [k/di 

q-1       L 
d I (q-1) 

elements where   d  is a divisor of  q-1,  <p (d) is the Euler 0 function, 

and the symbol  [x ]   denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to  x. 

To count the number of elements in  Ef,   we resort to Polya's counting 

formula in the form for a cyclic group   (see Reference [ 6 ]).     The number 

of p-equivalent classes in code   E  under the operations of the cyclic per- 

mutations group,   G  =  jp,p    ... p =  if  ii is 

A | q-1 

where summation is over the divisors of  (q-1), <t>   is Euler's function, and 

I (p  )   is the number of elements of  E   left fixed by the cyclic permutation 

p     of d   steps.   To evaluate   lip ),   suppose  d | (q-1)   and x  =  (x    e     + 

x.    e.     +   ...   x.   e. )  is an element of  E   left fixed by p   ,   i.e.   p x  = x. 

By Equations (1) and (2), this is true if and only if  i.   is a multiple of 
d J 

(q-1) / d,   the order of group element p   ,   for  j   =1,2, ... 4.    In other 

words,   x  is left fixed by p     if and only if x  lies in the subspace of  E 

generated by basis vectors  e   , e .   , e.   , ... e .     where   i.  is a multiple 



of (q-1) / d for j = 1,  2,  ....  ! and 1 £ I  £ k.    But the number 

of integers    s k   which are multiples of   q-1 /   d    is given exactly by 

[k/ (q-l)/d]   =   [dk/(q-l)]    where    [x]    denotes the Integer part of   x. 

Thus,  the number of elements in the subspace of   E    left fixed by   p      is 

given by      I(p )    =   q q and the theorem follows. 

Now we wish to find a code with the following two properties: 

(1) the cyclic shift of two code words overlap in no more than   k places, 

and (2) a code word coincides with a cyclic shift of the same code word 

in no more than    k    places.     Note some further properties of cyclic 

shifts of a word in    E.     The period of   x   eE     under cyclic shift is 

the least integer    m,     such that   p   x    -    x.     By Equation (2),  the 

period of the basis vector    e.    for    (j    =    0,   1,   ...,  k)    is the least 
i  m 

integer    m    such that  (or )       *    1.     Thus,  the period    p     of   e      is 

the same as the order of element   or eGF (q),  and p     =   q + 1 / 

(j,q-l)   where    (j, q-1)    denotes the greatest common divisor of integers 

j    and   q-1.     If   x cE,     it can be represented uniquely in the form 

x    =   x.      e.      +   x.      e.     +    ...x.     where    0 fill. < L < • • •  i 
"       "U   ~i„ 1«   "L L rli     2 i 1122 t 
< k,   x.      M    and    x.      eGF (q)    for    (j    =    1,  2,   ...  t).     If   x 

has the latter form,  by Equations (1) and (2) and the above facts,  the 

period of   x    is the least common multiple of the periods of   e. , 
ll 

e.  ,   ...  e.  ,  namely,    [p    ,  p    ,   ... p   ],    where    p       =   q-1 / 
l2 n 1        2 I j 

(i     q-1)    for    (j    =    1,   2,   ...,   !). 

Now consider the set 

I      =    jx €E   I x   has least period q-l( 

Since    E,   C   E,  E,  is still a   k       order near-orthogonal code.    However,  if 
7 

Jl  w   "•   "1 



. 

is no longer a linear vector space.     Note again that   if   x eE  ,    that 

pxeE  .     Thus,     p-equivalence will split    E      in a disjoint class    P 

of    p-equivalent sets.     If one again forms a set    E'      in exactly the 

same manner in which    E'    was formed from    E,    we have the following 

theorem. 

THEOREM 3 

Let    Ef      be formed from    E      by choosing one element from each 

p-equivalent set.     E'      has the property that the cyclic shifts of any 

two elements overlap in no more than    k    places.     Code   E'      also has 

the property that the cyclic shift,   say,    p x    of an element    x,   coincides 

with    x    in no more than    k    places.     The number of elements in    E' 
k+1 T (k    Q-1} 

is at least    [q -    q. ]   /   (q-1)    where    T    (k,  q-1)    is the 

number of integers,   less than    k+1,     which are not relatively prime to 

q-1. 

+v» 
Code    E'      is the synchronizable    k       order near-orthogonal code 

we have been seeking.     The theorem will be proved when the lower 

bound on the number of elements  in    E'      is established.     Consider 

another subset,     E      of    E  ,     also with the property that all vectors 
— i 

of    E      have least period    q-1.     In particular,   let    E      be any linear 

combination of basis vectors in    E    which includes at least one basis 

vector of period    q-1.     Evidently,     E      is a subset of    E  .     The 
2 1 

number of elements in    E      is the number of elements  in    E    minus 

the number of elements in the vector space   generated by all basis 

vectors which have period less than    q-1.     The number of such basis 

vectors  is exactly the number    T    (k,  q-1)    of integers less than k+1 

which are not relatively prime to    q-1.     Now form a set    E'      from 

E  ,     exactly in the manner    E'      was formed from    E  .     Clearly, 
Li -»■-*• 

ET   C   ET      and the number of elements  in    E'      is the number of 
2 1 2 



elements in    E      divided by the number of possible cyclic shifts,    q-1. 

Evidently Theorem 3 is true. 

Now associate each code word of   E'     with a frequency-time 
it 

(FT) waveform.     Let each Galois field symbol correspond with a pulse 

of different frequency and let each vector coordinate of a code word be 

associated with a time slot (pulse time).     The set of such FT wave- 

forms corresponding to code    E'      have the following two desirable 

properties from the standpoint of waveform design: 

1. Each word has an autocorrelation function with bounded 

sidelobes less than the energy of   k    pulses. 

2. The cross-correlation of any two waveforms under different 

time delays or translations is always less than the energy 

of   k    pulses. 

If the frequency bands,  which correspond to the Galois field symbols, 

are contiguous,   it is evident that the energy of each FT waveform is 

spread fairly uniformly over the band it occupies.     This fact is 

important in spread spectrum applications. 
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